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Abstract 
Most cognitive assessments use the total scores in categorizing cognitive impairment levels. The 

total scores are typically calculated with each test item contributing equally, without considering 

the properties of each item in relation to important confounding factors. Item response theory (IRT) 

analysis provides a potential solution to minimize the effect of confounding factors in the testing 

of true cognitive ability, without developing multiple versions of the test. This research evaluates 

the reliability of IRT analysis compared with the traditional scoring method in estimating cognitive 

ability using the Montreal Cognitive Assessment (MoCA) in an older population with low 

education. The study involves 1876 older adults from a nonclinical population living in public 

rental housing estates in Hong Kong screened using the Cantonese MoCA. Formal education was 

used as a grouping variable to estimate multiple-group IRT models. The reliability of the MoCA 

based on total scores and IRT ability estimates was compared. Results showed that measuring 

cognitive impairment levels using IRT is more reliable. This analysis provides evidence in support 

of the future use of IRT analysis in electronic cognitive screening to ensure measurement precision 

across populations. 
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